Have you ever... baked a cake?

Show:
bake, mix, beat, flour, eggs, chocolate, butter

Play film 1 and repeat the words
Extra words: recipe, ingredients

Ask
Are you a good cook?
What can you cook?
What’s your favourite food?

Play film 2

Ask
What was Ayesha doing? [Making a chocolate cake for Deeqa’s birthday party.]
What happened? [It didn’t rise.]
What is Samina going to do? [Teach her to make a cake.]
What do they need? [Sugar, flour, eggs, chocolate, and butter.]

Play film 2 again

Pause and discuss

Ask
Do you know how to make a chocolate cake?
What ingredients do you use?
Have you ever cooked a bad meal?
8. Play film 3

9. Ask
   How did she make the cake? [See dialogue.]
   How long did she bake it for? [One and a half hours.]
   How did the cake look? [Perfect.]

10. Play film 3 again

11. Play audio and repeat the phrases
    I'll show you how to bake a cake.
    I'll show you how to make a sandwich.
    She'll show you how to cook vegetables.

    You need sugar, chocolate and flour.
    We need meat, vegetables and water.

    Mix the butter and the flour.
    Add the flour.
    Bake the cake.

12. In pairs

13. Ask
    Is that how you make a cake?
    Would you like to try Samina's cooking? (Why / Why not?)
    Do you like making sweet dishes? (Why / Why not?)
    Who taught you to cook?
    Do you like sharing recipes?
    How is food in Britain different to food in other countries?

14. Ask and check
    Can you now ...
    • use some new words to do with cooking?
    • listen to a recipe?
    • tell someone how to cook?

Extra

Acting

Card game

Draw
   Draw other food words e.g. 
   meat, rice, bread, cooker, pasta, 
   fridge, bowl, apple, orange, 
   melon, chicken, beef, fish, 
   broccoli, knife, spoon, fork, oil, cut